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Reviewer's report:

The authors have succeeded in responding to most of the concerns raised on previous version of the manuscript. However, the authors have not explained how the questions included in the questionnaire and interview was developed. The manuscript still need more language editing. The specific comments are:

ABSTRACT
Background:
1st sentence: Delete significant

METHODS
Ethics statement
Last sentence: Change received the director to received from the director

Study area
4th sentence: Change Municipality to Municipality (Fig 1).

Design
Explain briefly how the questions included in the questionnaire and interviews designed? For example, was there focus group discussions, pre-test survey to test the questions? Was previously published papers on the subject consulted?

2nd sentence: Delete structured
2nd sentence: Change quantitative method involved to qualitative method involved

RESULTS
what does GHC mean? write in full first before using abbreviation.
is the $ in United States Dollar? If yes then change to US$

STUDY LIMITATIONS
5th sentence: Change whose to who
Last sentence: What does FGDs stands for?
Level of interest: An article of importance in its field

Quality of written English: Needs some language corrections before being published

Statistical review: No, the manuscript does not need to be seen by a statistician.
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